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The Monthly Corporate Newsletter of Intec Printing Solutions

Inspiring excellence in digital print

#IntecPrinters

Whatever time of year, the 
ColorSplash system is perfect 
for producing premium results 
- especially when it comes to 
greetings cards. 

We’ve found that 
many end users 
have developed additional revenue 
streams, purely on the strength of 
what the ColorSplash system can turn 
out. They’re now printing; Premium 
greetings cards, 1.3m banners, A3 
posters on SRA3 sheets with full bleed, 
and of course, virtually any format of 
envelope - including window types - 
with bleed and total ease!

Intec is currently running some great 
deals on the ColorSplash range, see 
page 9 and give our sales teams in the 
UK and USA a call to find out more. 

We decided to use the ColorSplash’s 
fantastic white and clear option for 
our 2015 Christmas cards, to create 
a simple yet stunning effect - and we 
think they look and feel superb on the 
heavyweight red media.

We also ran the matching 155mm 
square red envelopes with white toner 
and applied the addressee using the 
job merge option of the Fiery XF for 
Intec RIP. The envelope stacker/feeder 
and shingling conveyor, both helped to 
make the task an absolute breeze!

“Can I thank you for your custom with 
Intec in 2015 and may 2016 be even 
more prosperous for your company.”

Ian Melville 
Managing Director.

SEASON’S GREETINGS
Please accept our warmest 
greetings of the season 
- as we prepare our own 
premium Christmas cards 
on the ColorSplash CS5000.

Variable data of the addressees added easily 
via the Fiery XF for Intec RIP

Simple use of white and clear in the InDesign 
swatches palette

The shingling conveyor making light work of 
quality control, sorting and packing

The top loading stacker/feeder enables 
seamless feed and continuous printing

SEE OFFER  
PAGE 9

Hot off the press: The simplicity of using just the white and clear toner 
option of the ColorSplash 5000 - looking and feeling superb on 270gsm 
Curious Collection Skin red from Antalis

INTEC
SEASONAL 

SHUT 
DOWN

UK OFFICE
Closed 16:30 GMT

Thursday 24th December 2015
Re-opening 08:50 GMT

Monday 4th January 2016

USA OFFICE
Closed 17:00 EST

Thursday 24th December
Re-opening  08:30 EST

Monday 4th January 2016
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NEW BANNER PRINTING TRAY 
FOR COLORSPLASH SYSTEMS
Buy the all new and ultra-
handy ColorSplash Banner 
Extension Kit and we’ll 
gift you a superb 1.2m 
BannerPod POS unit…

Intec certainly has a unique capability; 
to print 1.321m long banner stocks. 
However handling and printing the 
banner length media has been a 
cumbersome operation up until now. 
With the development of the optional 
Banner Extension Kit the whole 
process has become a lot easier.

Taking seconds to attach to your 
ColorSplash printer, the unit can 
hold a large stack of banner media, 
assisting in the smooth and faultless 
running of your banner print jobs. 

Coupled with the new luxury two-
sided, floor-standing BannerPod 
display unit, which takes 297mm x 
1.2m media and provided with two 
sheets of banner material, you are 

Boxes and boxes of Supplier Referral forms, 
ready for the sorting house.

Terri Winstanley in production of the 7000 print 
run on the Intec CP3000

INTEC PARTNER WITH QPP

Quick Print Pro, the UK’s 
long-established print 
professionals journal, 
chose Intec to partner 
them in their recent 
marketing drive.

Following a successful joint liaison 
at The Print Show - held at the NEC 
in November - QPP invited Intec 
to design and print their Supplier 
Referral form, which will be inserted 
into the December issue of QPP.

Premier Paper Group supplied the 
desired stock (Mondi Color Copy 

300gsm) for Intec to run the 7,000 
double-sided A4 cut sheets. 

This stock was selected owing to it’s 
high-white appearance to enhance 
the insert’s colorful design, and also 
it’s good writing surface - perfect for 
accepting ballpoint pen. Furthermore, 
the 300gsm stock is an ideal weight 

to comply with Royal Mail for return 
to QPP offices. 

If you’re part of the UK print industry, 
look out for your copy and subscribe 
to QPP’s print professionals directory.

The ultra-handy ColorSplash Banner Extension Kit and promotional 
BannerPod. A complete P.O.S bundle to get you started.

ready to print and create your first 
P.O.S display within minutes.

Banner 
Extension Tray

Stock Code:  
CS45531003

BannerPod 
POS unit

Stock Code:  
INTBP-1200
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Andy tucking in to technology in 1995 Andy, well, just …tucking in ! December 2015

IN A WORLD OF CHANGE, 
ANDY REMAINS A CONSTANT!
December saw another 
Intec landmark!  Andy 
Withall, from our Technical 
Support team, celebrated 
20 years with the company.

Over those two decades, Andy has 
witnessed and adapted to huge 
technological changes.

Intec staff gathered to join Andy in 
a celebratory buffet and the official 
presentation of a specially made 
long-service award.

When Andy started to enjoy the 
limelight and began regaling staff with 
‘Intec anecdotes’ we simply served 
him another slice of celebration cake! 
Seriously though - thanks Andy.

Intec staff gather to celebrate Andy’s 20th year with the company!

“Thank you for your loyalty over 
the last 20 years – it is much 
appreciated. There have been 
many changes over the 20 years 
but one thing that hasn’t is Andy!! 
Thank you for your contribution, 
knowledge, loyalty, integrity and 
for just being there.”
IAN MELVILLE 
Managing Director.

20Y E A R S

A WHITE CHRISTMAS 
AND A LABEL NEW YEAR!

          toner
label printing

NOW AVAILABLE

Start 2016 by printing full color 
labels with stunning White toner on 
the LP215 White  
Label Printer. 

• New models shipping now
•  Or upgrade your  

existing LP215
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How to read labelling and identify it’s components to match your application requirements

LP215 LABEL MEDIA RESOURCE 
SELECTED CERTIFIED MEDIA NOW 
AVAILABLE FOR INTEC PARTNERS
It’s here by popular demand 
- the perfect range of tried 
and tested certified media.  
Now in stock and available 
to ship for Intec partners.

Understanding your label selections

LINER / B
ACKING

[C]ADHESIVE
 LABEL FACE 

[A]

[B]

TOP TIP
Label identification

Always peel off the two label 
identifiers from the outside of 
the roll and apply to either end 
of the inner core - this way 
you will always know the exact 
specification once the label has 
been opened and used.

Over the years, we have tried and 
tested hundreds of label media types 
for a broad choice of end applications 
- including white toner and GHS 
compliant applications - and have 
developed a reliable range of media 
choices which all perform perfectly 
with the LP215. 

Anatomy of a label
Regular printers of labels will know 
that, from the selection of:
[A] Label face 
[B] Adhesive
[C] Liner backing
…there is minefield of possible media 
options out there - but Intec has 
done all the hard work in determining 
the appropriate substrate to suit a 
range of typical applications. For full 
details, please refer to our ‘LP215 
Recommended Media List’ available 
to download from the website.

Selected rolls now available 
The new December 2015 price lists 
were emailed to Intec partners during 
the first few days of this month -  you 

UPM RAFLATAC 
Product approved to 
BS5609 Part 2

UPM Raflatac Technical Information
21.07.2014 ENG 2273

Product POLYLASER MATT WHITE / RP AF / KRAFT SP STABILIZED
100

Sales Code 33/RPAF/E1
EAN 6415788159415

Product use

 

Specially designed laser printable material for product, logistics and
industrial variable information applications. It can be also used in
address labelling or other information labelling with difficult
environmental conditions in SOHO end-uses.

Face POLYLASER MATT WHITE
Product White, matt coated heat stabilized polyester film.

Substance 75 g/m² DIN 53352  
Caliper 58 µm DIN 53370  
Opacity 88 % DIN 53146/1  

Printability

 

Due to the pre-treatment, the film is printable by common label
printing methods like letterpress, flexography, screen and offset.
Special inks designed for non-absorbent materials should be used.
Laser and copier.

Adhesive RP AF
Type Clear permanent adhesive.

Composition Acrylic, water borne.
Tack min 9 N/25mm FTM 9
Shear min 10 h FTM 8
Backing KRAFT SPECIAL STABILIZED 100
Product White woodfree kraft backing paper

Substance 100 g/m² ISO 536
Caliper 97 µm ISO 534

Tensile strength MD 7.0 kN/m ISO 1924
Tensile strength CD 3.7 kN/m ISO 1924

Performance 
Total caliper 175 µm

Minimum labelling temperature 5 °C
Service temperature -20 °C to 100 °C

Shelf life
 

From the date of manufacture: 2 years at +20 °C and RH 50%.
Prolonged storage at higher temperatures and/or humidity levels will
shorten the shelf life.

Information 

1 (2)

are invited to access this resource to 
be able to choose suitable media and 
place orders of starter quantities to get 
each of your LP215 customers going!

Select from our media menu 
We have created an ‘at-a-glance’ 

media menu, to guide your selection 
process - please see overleaf.

Partner support  
If you have any technical questions, 
please don’t hesitate to call Intec UK 
for advice. +44 (0) 1202 845 960

MEDIA MENU OVERLEAF
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[A] Polylaser gloss clear [B] RP AF [C] KSS 100 
Polylaser Gloss Clear is a transparent, gloss coated heat stabilized polyester film. Providing excellent clarity, UV 
stability and water resistance it has been specifically designed for product, logistics and industrial applications 
including variable information environments. It is also great for high quality address labelling or other information 
labelling with difficult environmental conditions in SOHO end-users. Stabilized 100g/m2 White wood-free kraft 
backing paper.

[A] Polylaser matt white [B] RP AF [C] KSS 100 
Polylaser Matt White is a 75g/m2 matt white, heat stabilised polyester material. The adhesive 
designed to provide, high adhesion even on non-polar surfaces, combined with strong water, 
chemical and UV resistance. The material face stock and adhesive is approved to BS5609 part 
2. (Intec Toner imaging is BS5609 part 3) Typically used  for drum and logistics labelling, or 
pharmaceutical labels. On Stabilized 100g/m2 White kraft backing paper

[A] Antique white WSA-FSC [B] RP 30 [C] White glassine 85 
Antique White is a 90g/m2 This is a high quality, textured (narrow ribbed) wet-strength paper that is ideal for premium 
wine and spirits applications. Being alkali-resistant, mould proof, and wood free it is also ideal for bottle, jar and can 
labelling. Also beverage where wash off properties are required. When combined with the RP30 permanent acrylic 
adhesive the  label provides good adhesion to polar surfaces and shows good water resistance during immersion in 
an ice bucket or exposure to the cold chain. The white glassine liner is the preferred release liner for this industry due 
to its robust nature and stability for embossing and die-cutting of complex shaped label shapes.

[A] Antique cream WSA-FSC [B] RP 30 [C] White glassine 85
Antique Cream is a 90g/m2 This is a high quality, textured (narrow ribbed) wet-strength paper that is ideal for 
premium wine and spirits applications. Being alkali-resistant, mould proof, and wood free it is also ideal for bottle, 
jar and can labelling. Also beverage where wash off properties are required. When combined with the RP30 
permanent acrylic adhesive the  label provides good adhesion to polar surfaces and shows good water resistance 
during immersion in an ice bucket or exposure to the cold chain. The white glassine liner is the preferred release 
liner for this industry due to its robust nature and stability for embossing and die-cutting of complex shaped label 
shapes.

[A] Polylaser gloss white [B] RP AF [C] KSS 100 
Polylaser Gloss White is a 72g/m2 high white gloss coated heat-stabilized polyester film. Specifically designed for 
product, logistics and industrial applications including variable information environments, providing excellent UV 
stability and water resistance. It is can also be used in high quality address labelling or other information labelling 
with difficult environmental conditions in SOHO end-users. Stabilized 100g/m2 White wood-free kraft backing paper.

[A] Polylaser matt silver [B] RP AF [C] KSS 1000
Polylaser Matt Silver is a 80g/m2 matt-coated, heat-stabilized metallized film. Ideal for product labelling 
for logistics and durable labelling applications including variable data. It is also great for high quality 
address labelling or other information labelling with difficult environmental conditions in SOHO end-users. 
Having excellent UV stability and good water resistance once items are labelled.  
Supplied on a 100g/m2 kraft stabilized

[A] Lasergloss [B] RP A3 [C] KSS 100 
Lasergloss HS-FSC RP A3 80g/m2 is a cast coated, wood-free paper with a mirror-like gloss finish. Using 
general permanent adhesive makes these label stock good for printing on high quality laser printers for non-
bleeding properties for complete security 4-edges matrix stripping. Supplied on Stabilized 100g/m2 White 
wood-free kraft backing paper.

Brief menu of short-listed Intec LP215 certified media

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

UPM RAFLATAC 
Product approved 

to BS5609

This page is a summary of LP215 label media options, which have all been tried, tested and certified by Intec. It is intended 
as a handy resource for Intec partners to be able to make selections of rolls for their customers - in the confidence that the 
media will perform perfectly on their customers Intec LP215 printer.  
Please also see the December 2015 Intec price list.

Note: Comprehensive detailing of the exact descriptions of each component  is available on the UPM Raflatac website. www.upmraflatac.com
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2

Ivo Heller, owner of United Graphic Systems, 
(left) with Intec’s Michael Sparbeck

INTEC USA BECOME DIGITAL PRINT 
SUPPLIER OF CHOICE - TWICE!
Print industry mogul, Ivo 
Heller,  chooses to partner 
with Intec for new in-house 
digital plant.

Creative Document Solutions 

Creative Documents Solutions (CDS) 
is a specialist supplier into the bindery 
and mailing markets - covering the 
Phoenix, Scottsdale, Tempe, Flagstaff 
and Mesa Arizona areas.  Previously 
supplying systems based around the 
Memjet inkjet technology.  
CDS struggled with the reliability of 
Memjet systems, their print quality and 
limited envelope choice - due to the 
nature of the inkjet imaging device.

Celebration dinner following Creative Document 
Solutions successful Open House.
Left to right: Michael Sparbeck (Intec), Karen 
Lytle (Lytrod), Jim Lopez (Lytrod), Sergio and 
Louis Hall (CDS) and Bill Friedrich (MBM Group).

United Graphic Systems 

United Graphics Systems, based in 
New York and covering New Jersey, 
is owned by Ivo Heller, who many 
may know formerly from ADAST USA.  
Their ADAST ‘Dominant’ and ADAST 
‘Omni’ printing presses are well 
known across Europe (originating 
from Czech Republic) and throughout 
the United States of America.

Although Ivo still handles many 
customers with Adast installations, 
and frequently imports spares and 
supports a vast range of offset 
presses throughout the USA, it was 
clear the offset/litho side of the 

business was declining and United 
Graphics sought a fresh new digital 
range to carry them forward.

Being heavily based in the graphics 
market, with many users that were 
commercial printers, Ivo wanted to 
expand his range to include some 
class-leading digital print production 
devices – designed specifically for 
light production applications. 

Earlier on this year, United Graphics 
Systems became an accredited Intec 

dealer and this November, Intec 
USA’s C.O.O, Michael Sparbeck, 
caught back up with Ivo to see how 
things were going.  Together, they 
visited two recent installations that 
were thrilled with their recent new 
Intec digital production systems, 
supplied by United Graphics 
Systems. In addition, Mike and Ivo 
met with 8 new customers who 
are currently looking to purchase 
systems before the end of the year.

Ivo is excited about the fresh new 
direction United Graphics now has 
since including the Intec digital 
print systems in their line up. The 
feedback from his customers is 
100% positive and he is looking 
forward to a prosperous 2016.

www.unitedgraphicsystems.com

Open House leads to Intec 
being chosen for complete 
turnkey print and variable 
data mailing project.

In June this year, CDS decided 
to partner with Intec to deliver a 
more robust professional envelope 
solution that could produce colourful 
envelopes on a wider range of 
envelope types and with good 

moisture and water resistance.  
Plus, there was a need for specialist 
envelopes on tearproof or waterproof 
material.

November 12th saw an Open House 
at their facility in Pheonix with over 
100 customers invited. In addition to 
this, ‘Lytrod’ software, who specialise 
in providing cutting-edge variable 
data solutions for mailing companies, 
who were seeking to maximise their 
ROI, also attended the open house, 
showcasing a complete solution 
integrated with Intec envelope 
printing solutions.

As a result of this single day, CDS 
has 6 customers looking at installing 
the solutions exhibited, and Louis 
Hall, owner of CDS, is already looking 
forward to 2016, planning more Open 
Houses with Intec and the CS5600 
envelope printing solution!

www.creativedocumentsystems.com
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One of seventy babies born in the ward during September

The foundations are in and we are now raising funds to continue with the next stage

VERY MUCH NEEDED MATERNITY WARD, 
PROGRESSES

Intec Printing Solutions 
continues to support the 
charity, ‘International Needs’ 
in their quest to build a 
maternity hospital in Burkina 
Faso, west Africa. 

Keep updated here:
http://www.intecprinters.com/about-
intec/making-a-difference/

Every Intec consumable purchased generates a donation towards the charity

Huge queues at the medical centre

Donations made via Intec 
customers purchasing our 
consumables, has helped enable 
the charity to continue the urgent 
building works for the maternity 
hospital - even during troubled 
times in the region.

Pressing on during the 
military coup
As Coups go it was pretty minor but 
did leave the country at a standstill for 
12 days. All government institutions 
across the country shut down for that 
period no trading, fuel, banks and 
shops and no hospitals. 

The medical centre remained open 
despite threats from the unions 
opposing the coup and treated 3 
times as many people in the centre 
and refused to close. 

During September a record number 
of babies were born - 70 in all. Just 
reinforcing the need that we have to 
help complete the maternity ward.

The little boy pictured above, was 
born to Veronique at the medical 
centre. His mum was tested at 
the medical centre for AIDS and 
unfortunately was found to be HIV 
positive. However this little boy was 
tested and was found to be clear. 
Breastfeeding is now impossible for 
Veronique so powdered baby milk 
is needed. The charity has helped 
Veronique enrol into a government 
AIDS programme where she will get 
access to the necessary drugs to 
control the condition.
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FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS…
Intec looks forward 
to meeting you and 
demonstrating our kit at 
the following exhibitions…

22 - 25 FEB
Expo Centre | Sharjah | UAE  
We’ll be supporting our partners, Altec showing the full Intec range of systems. 
• The new CP3000 PRO - the complete color digital printing press. 
•  The full ColorSplash range including it’s cmyk + white or clear on heavy 

substrates and the popular Envelope Printing System
• The LP215 with our all new uvWHITE on CLEAR MEDIA

Master Distributor of Middle East & Africa

10 - 12 JAN
Dubai World Trade Centre | Dubai | UAE  
We’ll be supporting our partners, Altec showing the full Intec range of systems. 
• The new CP3000 PRO - the complete color digital printing press. 
•  The full ColorSplash range including it’s cmyk + white or clear on heavy 

substrates and the popular Envelope Printing System
• The LP215 with our all new uvWHITE on CLEAR MEDIA

Master Distributor of Middle East & Africa

Intec’s Roger Ginnaw, (left) providing in-depth 
training on the ColorSplash and Fiery RIP, with 
Giampiero (centre) and Federico (right) .

TWO MEMBERS OF LA REPROGRAFICA AWARDED 
PREMIERE EFI XF FOR INTEC ACCREDITATION
Intec regularly runs full or 
specialized training sessions for 
dealers wishing to offer improved 
services from their customers and 
expand their opportunities.

During November, Federico and 
Giampiero from La Reprografica – 
Intec’s authorised partner for the 
ColorSplash range in Italy – came 
to the UK to join the Efi XF for Intec 
MasterClass.

The November MasterClass covered 
use of the Efi Fiery RIP with digital 
print production, color control, 
imposing jobs and profile handling.

MasterClass benefits
Taking part in one of Intec’s advanced 
training classes, improves trainee’s 
knowledge of how Intec equipment 
works in connection with the Fiery 
RIP and in the digital print sector. 
This enables partners to offer a wider 
range of services such as color 
profile creation for their customers 
- providing partners with enhanced 
revenue opportunities.

Demonstration versions of the RIP are 
available to partners that send staff 
on the MasterClass courses.

Congratulations for achieving 
Premiere Accreditation and we hope 
that Federico and Giampiero can put 
their new skills to good use in 2016. Fiery® XF for Intec 
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Every Intec consumable sold generates a donation to 
one of several charitable 
causes around the 
world. Thank you for 
helping us make the 
world a better place.

Team Intec
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SPECIAL OFFERS*  
ON THE CS5600
ENVELOPE 
PRINTER WITH
MULTI-SUBSTRATE  
CAPABILITY
 

CMYK
+WHITE
+CLEAR

• Prints virtually any size envelope, up to 3,500/hour**

 • Print window envelopes with absolute ease!

• Sheet feed A6 - SRA3 and 1.3m banners 

• CS5600 prints CMYK + 5th spot color White or Clear

• Continuous and uninterrupted envelope feed

• Shingling conveyor for quality checking and packing

CLEAR 
TONER

CMYK
WHITE 
TONER

C4 / C5 / DL
WITH WINDOWS

VIRTUALLY  
ANY FORMAT

WHITE
TONER

HEAVY 
STOCK

CALL FOR DEAL NOW
+44 (0) 1202 845960
+1-813-949-7799

*SUBJECT TO TERMS AND CONDITIONS, CALL FOR FULL DETAILS.


